Explore Historic Lower Manhattan on an inspiring journey, enhanced by Virtual Reality!

They’re not just any tour! They’re THE EXPERIENCE PASS, covering the entire city including the critically acclaimed THE RIDE & THE POOL PLUS THE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE and a FREE Harbor Cruise!

Save 30% Use Code: DOWNTOWNER

You might also like THE EXPERIENCE PASS, covering the entire city including the critically acclaimed THE RIDE & THE POOL PLUS THE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE and a FREE Harbor Cruise!

Tickets available at ExperienceTheRide.com

#RevolutionizingSightseeing ExperienceTheRide.com Follow@TheRideNYC

EXPLORE AT YOUR OWN PACE!

Greet the morning with the Fearless Girl near the New York Stock Exchange

Experience the beginning of US History at Federal Hall

Stroll around Trinity Church and pay respects to the great Alexander Hamilton

Explore the Oculus and Westfield World Trade Center Shops

Witness the resolute of New York City at the 9/11 Memorial & Museum

Hop on Statue Cruises to visit The Statue of Liberty, Statue of Liberty Museum and Ellis Island

Enjoy music, food and nightlife in the Seaport District

Take in the stars and the skyline from a walk over the Brooklyn Bridge

For all things Downtown visit www.downtownny.com

Too Much Fun is Encouraged!

THE DOWNTOWN EXPERIENCE POWERED BY THE RIDE
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